Gastronomy is the study, not of food itself, but the relationship between food and our world. This study aims to investigate the relationship between food and homosexuality in the realm of Boys Love (BL) manga, a Japanese comic genre which depicts same-sex relationship traditionally produced by... Read more
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Yoshinaga is a foodie and food is important in many of her books. This series is called おうちごは in Japanese and is put out in English by Vertical Publishing, so please buy it through legitimate sources. 1.1k Views · View Upvoters. They have drawn increasing criticism and visibility as they spread more in the west, prompting backlashes from many social justice activists for poor depictions and fetishization of gay men. I'm sure some BL novels contain respectful and well-designed depictions of healthy gay relationships but most are considered quite homophobic, at least in America. I know that some few Japanese activists criticize the Yaoi genre, but I don't know the general sentiment surrounding the genre in Japan because of the language barrier. 324 Views.